Tech Note 283

SDS/PSDS PLASTIC PUMP STAND

This tech note identifies a product improvement as it relates to the metal pump stand (i.e., base) that is directly mounted to the mix pump, specifically used on the Solution Delivery System (SDS) and the Pressurized Solution Delivery System (PSDS) unit(s).

Mar Cor has produced a plastic base for the mix pump/motor set-up. Units built as of September 1st, 2016 will have the new plastic pump base installed as standard. Clinics who prefer or require a replacement pump stand on an existing SDS or PSDS unit due to corrosion or for aesthetic reasons, can order a pump upgrade kit, P/N 3028875. Included in the kit is a set of instructions as well as all of the necessary hardware.
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This is a direct replacement; no modifications are required. Please note that a new pump/motor is NOT included in the kit. If you have any questions, please contact Mar Cor Technical Service at 1-800-595-0666.